Board of Directors MINUTES
Meeting

Date and Time: Thursday, December 12, 2019, 11:00AM - 1:00PM
Meeting Location: Housing Authority of the County of San Joaquin, 2575 Grand Canal Blvd., Stockton CA, 95207
Required Members: Scott Carney, Adam Cheshire, Lakshmi Dhanvanthari, MD, John Ledbetter, Bill Mendelson, Jon Mendelson, Randy Pinnelli, PA.,
Peter Ragsdale, Jennifer Rowell;
Absent: Sgt. Mike Kelly, Britton Kimball
Guest: Kate Hutchinson (Lutheran Social Services of Norther CA, Matt Garber (San Joaquin County Health Care Services) *Both Board Members Elect
Minutes: Randy Pinnelli, PA & Adam Cheshire
ITEM

DISCUSSION

ACTION

RESPONSIBLE

I. Call to Order
Meeting called to order 11:03 (quorum 11:06)

Jon Mendelson

II. Approval of Minutes
11-14-19 Board of Directors Meeting Minutes Approved w/ corrections
 Randy shared that in reviewing the recording of the meeting that a
motion was made (page 8) under section 2 Responsibilities to make
the change but there was not an official second and a vote. There
was consensus/agreement to make the change without any
opposition but there was not a final vote made.
Recommendation: to note it as an oversite for the Board minutes but
since it went to the General Membership and was approved there
isn’t a need for the Board to agree on it once it is approved.
3.

Continued Business
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Discussion: Strategic Plan update
Jon highlighted the Summit event held by Homebase on
12/4.
Adam discussed the communication from Homebase
regarding a timeline for providing feedback from the event
to the CoC.



Jon requested to move the discussion of New
Business Up – agreed by consensus (see Discussion
on HAPP in New Business.)



Discussion: HHAP coordination, priority discussion,

Motion: Bill, Second: Adam
Approval: (7-0)
Abstained: Peter & Jennifer

solicitation of projects, ask for local governments to
contribute dollars


Discussion and Potential Action: PLHA recommendations
to County, Stockton, Lodi
• Discuss eligible activities in regards to homeless assistance
projects
• Recommend types of projects to prioritize
• NOFA not yet released
 Attachment 3 — PLHA eligible expenses, etc.
 Jon shared that the PLHA funding is less pressing since we don’t have
a NOFA for that yet. A lot .of the fund is around multi-family
assistance for people experiencing homelessness, including rental
assistance, deposit assistance a Rapid Rehousing model. However
both HHAP and PLHA could come into play when discussing the
County’s proposal for Landlord Incentives for homeless Veterans.
The county is seeking guidance from the CoC on Landlord Incentives
for homeless Veterans.
 Adam affirmed that the County is seeking guidance from the CoC on
this and PLHA funding. The County is very interested around PLHA
and funding something for Veterans.
 Bill stated that he believes PLHA funds could be combined into a
single application. That if all three recipients agreed (the City of
Stockton, Lodi and the County) it could be as single pool of money.
Since there isn’t a NOFA and we don’t have priorities from a Strategic
Plan it isn’t clear if it would make sense for them to do that.
 Scott asked with the City and County having said Veterans are a
priority and Lodi yet to. What would be the best way to coordinate
all of those?
 Jon said some of the things it could be used for are spending gaps in
projects like Victory Gardens or permanent supportive housing that is
happening in Lodi. Since it seems to focus on being able to develop
housing those would be two logical places for it to go.
 Adam said picking projects and saying this is an eligible use for those
funds or maybe a series of projects and saying amongst these do we
want to jointly fund something? That’s a great way to coordinate.
Where the CoC could interject guidance in there is certainly what the
BoS wants to see.
 Bill raised the issue about aggregating the money so that you have $3
million to have more of an impact on one project.
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 Jon said the concern about an entity like Lodi giving away all of its
dollars to a project that isn’t going to impact Lodi. But to have
discussions about how the money can be equitably distributed.
 Bill said you have the same issue between the City of Stockton and
the County. Not which project to fund but more to point out that
rather than having smaller amounts of money that is divided up that
having a larger amount could have a more significant impact.
 Scott for the benefits of our new members, the City of Stockton and
County have said the CoC is their planning entity. So part of the
reason he asked the question was amongst the CoC Board was there
a recommendation that it make sense to put it all together and the
Council is asking for that guidance.
 Adam shared that the difference with PLHA funds is that when you
apply you have to have a project in mind. Other funds don’t have
that requirement.
 Jon stated that is why he feels the PLHA funding is qualitatively
different than the conversations we have about HHAP because it is
asking to line up actionable projects and the City and County are
looking for guidance on possible project that are fit.
 Peter stated that the BoS and Council are able to exercise discretion
that adds a layer of transparency to the process.
 Scott stated that the inherent public processes get to the protections
that Peter references.
 Matt stated that we should add disclosures where possible.
 Jon added that we also need to keep this in mind that the CoC can
make a recommendation to one of the bodies but it doesn’t mean
the Cities or County have to take our recommendation.
 John said those discussions are going on right now
 Scott reiterated that before this Board had the discussion about
specific projects both the City and County independently said “here’s
our priority”
 Adam shared that he had invited the cities of Stockton, Lodi to meet
with the County to talk about what they want to do around
coordinating, if at all. That meeting is scheduled for tomorrow
morning.
 Scott stated that the City of Stockton has asked that if the CoC has a
recommendation if they should coordinate and put the funds toward
ten projects or one project our council has said please give us that
guidance and they will consider that.
 Adam said the same with the County.
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 Peter stated that combining it makes a lot of sense but asked if that
was the case would there be a NOFA process or some type of
application to that pot?
 Adam said not necessarily.
 Peter said his recommendation would be that what should happen.
 Scott said maybe at the next meeting there is a need to have a
discussion after looking at the guidance for the Board to make some
recommendation. He would also suggest that a formal request to the
other cities to bring in other cities to adopt the CoC as their planning
body.
 Adam said that would make things more clear regionally.
 Bill suggested that if there is going to be a meeting tomorrow,
perhaps we could get a summary that is sent to the Board as to what
happened.
 Jon felt it would be worthwhile to at least preliminarily whether it
makes sense to try to coordinate and consolidate those monies. It
makes sense for Stockton and the County to align their pots of money
behind consistent projects. Maybe not so much for Lodi. He also felt
that PLHA funding could be prioritized so that we make significant
progress towards Veterans homelessness.
 Adam said that it will be infinitely easier to get broad agreement
from all members when it is focused on Veterans homelessness
because of that goal. There also needs to be are recognition by both
bodies that not all of the funds can go for Veterans homelessness.
There are other things that are priorities and the CoC cannot
recommend all of these things as Veterans homelessness.
 Jon mentioned a flexible trust for use as landlord incentives not just
for Veterans but the population in general.
 Adam stated that making the recommendation that landlord
incentives should be recommended for all groups.
 Scott stated that Stockton’s Council is looking to this body to be so
imbedded in these issues that when we come to this coordination
give us a recommendation of does all of it go into one or ten projects
does this funding source get focused on homeless veterans and the
next fund source be spent somewhere else.
 Kate stated that we should be considering how multiple sources of
funds can work together, for example acquisition/rehab from one
source, service provision from another.
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4. Discussion: Charter amendments adopted by SJCoC General
Membership
• Recommendation by Chair to table further proposed
amendments until new board members are sat in January
• Attachment 5 — SJCoC Charter
5. Discussion: Technical Assistance feedback from request to HUDhired consultants for guidance regarding charter proposals,
conflict of interest policy, etc.
 Adam had a brief conversation with Dawn Lee who previously
provided HUD Technical Assistance (along with Margaret McFadden).
HUD has resumed a program called Regional Technical Assistance
(not acting as part of TDA w/ Margaret) this is on behalf of HUD.
Talked about issues around the Brown Act and she shared some
information from San Diego and how they have approached it. Also
talked about issues around HMIS data dashboards. He hasn’t got any
follow-up from that yet. They also discussed some Charter questions.
To place on agenda for future meeting.
5.

New Business
1. Discussion: HHAP coordination, priority discussion, solicitation of
projects, ask for local governments to contribute dollars
• Updates with City and County on coordinated application process?
• Discuss eligible activities in regards to homeless assistance projects
• Recommend types of projects to prioritize
• NOFA released Dec. 6, deadline of Feb. 15, 2020
• Attachment 2 — HHAP NOFA
 Jon provided information on HHAP (Homeless Housing Assistance
and Prevention) NOFA that was released on 12/6 and emphasized the
increased importance of the goals from our Strategic Plan with
release of this funding. The Program Guidance (provided to
members) defining eligible uses, need/description of required
documents and important deadlines. The CoC is receiving funding;
also the City of Stockton and the County will be receiving funding.
They will be looking to the CoC to provide priorities for the funding.
The need for coordination and joint planning of all three applications
since once the application is started it can’t be saved it must be
completed.
 Adam has submitted the “preliminary application” to the State for
the County and the CoC.
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Jon

Adam

 Jon recommended collaboration and that the City, County and CoC
applications should have very similar if not identical answers to the
questions.
 Adam shared that the estimated allocations totals about $12 Million
combined. City of Stockton will get just under $6 Million, the County
will get just under $3 Million and the CoC will get about $3.1 Million.
There must be letters of support from each agency receiving funding
included in each agency’s final submission by 2/15/2020. They are
requiring the submission of a budget.
 Bill asked if there is a budget outline with general categories versus
specific project budgets.
 Adam stated that there is reference to a form that as far as he knows
has not been made available yet and is planning to get clarification
from the State on these questions.
 Adam will be required to request permission from the County Board
of Supervisors (BoS) in order to apply for these funds on behalf of the
County and the CoC. A letter has been submitted to the BoS.
 Bill said he understood why he (Adam) has to go to the BoS for the
funding for the County but questioned what that has to do with the
CoC’s request which is not part of the County.
 Adam explained that it is the same process that the County engages
in for the CoC Program Competition funding. It is the County’s
process not the CoC’s process.
 Jon asked if we will also need to get a letter from the BoS for the
County to act as the Administrative Entity.
 Adam and Bill agreed that the CoC names the Administrative Entity.
 Scott and Adam agreed to meet with the City, County and CoC to
discuss the collaboration and to help avoid duplication of efforts.
 Adam stated that he was going to start the process with coordinating
the letters of support that are needed.
 John asked if we were going to have anything from Home Base on the
priorities from our Strategic Plan before this NOFA has to be applied
for and if they can give us some preliminary information.
 Jon felt that that was the next question especially when it comes to
trying to identify budget priorities and how much we will have from
Home Base at that time to base those priorities off of.
 John felt that at this point with the meetings with the Strategic
Planning Committee and interviews of homeless persons, service
providers and the summit. Some things should be surfacing that
should be priorities in our CoC.
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 Adam said it would be nice if we could point to the work done by
Home Base and a reference of one of the reasons why we are
suggesting certain priorities.
 Peter commented that in Home Base’s response to the City of
Stockton’s RFP, they submitted a Strategic Plan for Stanislaus County
that is “broadly drawn, it is general” and he didn’t believe that they
will say, “do this first.” He expects that they will say they took a
survey and 80% stated there was a need for more shelter beds. We
are hoping for consensus, we strive for consensus but there still may
be disagreement and some folks see value in a different solution.
 Scott said that will be part of our task when we get the report,
“here’s the best practices, here’s the input from the community,”
based on that and the knowledge of the Board there will be a
recommendation of how it should be prioritized. That’s a broader
conversation for the rest of the County. Is the CoC’s guidance going
to be it or how are we going to incorporate input from Lodi or any of
the other cities.
 Adam felt that we would get consensus around emergency shelter
it’s amongst the top priorities and HHAP is a good source of funding
for new emergency shelter.
 Bill stated that since there was probably not going to be complete
agreement among all three entities as to how the dollars should be
spent. The CoC may need to have an idea of what the City and
County are going to use their dollars on and then use the CoC dollars
for gaps that neither the City nor County are addressing certain
issues.
 Scott stated that his interpretation of the Council’s action to
designate the CoC Board as the strategic planning entity, that this
Board would be saying the funds the County, City and CoC are
getting, here is a coordinated approach to that.
 Jon emphasized the reason we need to come out of this meeting with
some sort of real plan is because we only have until 2/15 to finish all
of this. Meaning we only have one maybe two more meeting of this
group to get this together. We need to think about this as part of a
coordinated piece along with PHLA funding that is coming out after
2/15. We need to have at least basic, broad priorities for what we
think this should be spent on; some coordination/prioritization of
what the County, City and CoC should focus on and then by the 1/12
meeting have the Board authorize some broad direction to complete
by the deadline.
 Scott stated that Home Base would also have the ability to be of
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assistance to the City and the CoC to help in this part of the process.
 Adam asked how direct of a role are they taking for the City in
physical application for HHAP on behalf of the City.
 Scott stated that the original concept was they were going to help
the City do that but the City is still envisioning that they (the City) are
still going to submit it. But the vision is that Home Base is here to
provide some support to the CoC Board for the countywide plan and
to make sure that is coordinated with what the City is doing. If the
City can get the language that Adam has already worked on, get
Home Base, get Carrie and her folks plugged in for the City, would be
a good place to get started. Maybe Adam or others on the Board
could share that with other cities, they could give some feedback as
well.
 Jon asked who from the City, should the Board be communicating
with for some of the answers.
 Scott stated it would either be Carrie or Ty since they have the
Housing program for the City and that he would follow up with them.
 Adam stated that all three entities should be working on the budget
submission so it would be the same document being submitted by all.
 Scott stated that there will need to be involvement from other cities
that have specific allocations for other funding to be able to share the
whole picture.
 Jon stated that this goes to the need to include the input and needs
of other cities around the county are included, in how we are trying
to prioritize the overall spending. He stated that the Board should
give some preliminary direction and authorization for some of the
Board members to work with the City and the County to start
developing answers, getting questions answered and to try and seek
from Home Base any guidance on what strategic priorities should be
and to engage the Strategic Planning Committee about preliminary
priorities, input from Home Base and answering the budget
questions.
 Jon proposed preliminarily that Adam as the point of contact for the
County, Carrie as the point of contact for the City, that he (Jon) along
with Bill as the HMIS Lead and asked if there was any other Board
Member that would like to participate in the process.
 Randy suggested that including either of the oncoming Board
Members could be a way for them to “get their feet wet.”
 John asked if Peter was going to be involved in this as the Chair of the
Strategic Planning Committee.
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 Peter expressed concern as a potential applicant for these funds that
he wanted to be very clear that this could create a potential conflict
that would preclude him from participating in the conversation about
priorities.
 Jon stated that if we construed conflict of interest too broadly in this
process multiple Board Members might have to step back. When it
comes to any decisions of prioritization of types of approaches that
everyone present has a legitimate say and would pass avoiding
conflict of interest, but where it will be more tricky is where
identifying a specific project under a certain area of those
approaches.
 John stated that he has said it before and that everyone around the
table has a conflict of interest. He has enough confidence in the
people in this group that are going to do the right thing.
 Jon hoped that including the feedback from Home Base and the
Strategic Planning Committee will also help mitigate some of that.
 Peter said he agreed that if took a survey of the people attending the
Summit, other community forums, input form cities and county have
set as priorities and that is melded well together and transparent
then I don’t see a conflict of interest. He still feels there is an
undercurrent or narrative that there is concern over process so he
felt he needed to say it but he is satisfied if everyone else is satisfied.
If the minutes can reflect that we discussed it, this issue was raised
but we agree that we all could arguably could have a relationship to a
potential applicant or funding that we intend to let the strategic plan
process complete, reflect the needs of the community, reflect the
legislative bodies that have identified priorities and we are going with
that.
 Randy stated that the other way to be addressing this to the broader
community is by encouraging their involvement, people can come
and sit in on these meetings, they can review the minutes. Having a
strategic plan with input from many areas, sources and experiences
creates a direction for the future to help hold accountable the CoC
Board to head the direction determined in the plan. Veteran’s
homelessness is a priority of the City of Stockton and the County and
that some on the Board have projects that serve veterans shouldn’t
diminish that priority.
 Jon stated that people who might have a conflict of interest shouldn’t
be cut out of the conversation because they might have really
valuable input that should be considered. It also speaks to the idea
that we really need to consider this as a coordinated plan.
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 Bill stated that a discussion about what priorities are going to be is
very different that which projects should be funded.
 Scott said it is a real a valid concern that we need to talk about and it
doesn’t mean that anyone should be excluded from the conversation
but it heightens the emphasis that we need to put on the strategic
plan the legislative actions of the Board or Council. Might someone
on the board apply for funding and it be perceived as a conflict? Yes,
but as a Board are we comfortable that we hired Home Base who did
a countywide effort and talked to lots of folks and it came back as a
priority, that’s the mitigating factor.
 Randy stated that this might not be the meeting but possible then
next to have a discussion around communication and how we
communicate some of this. Even our Board minutes we could be
taking the step of either sending them out or a link to the General
Membership so they all have access to them or anything that
increases people’s ability to see what is going on. If they choose not
to read it, that’s on them.
 Jon said once they are approved it would be a good idea to send
them out.
 Adam commented that all the agendas and minutes are on the
website available for anybody to see.
 Peter said, “but sending them would be a proactive step.”
 Randy said that having a conversation around communication, are
there things we could do to improve it and anything we can be doing
to improve our communication efforts will lend to improving
transparency.
 Peter also felt that as we head into the New Year anything we can do
to improve committee participation should be looked at. There were
five who attended the last Education and Membership Committee.
“It’s hard to second guess it if you contribute nothing to it by way of
process.”
Additional Discussion (prior to final vote)
 Randy question whether this should be a subcommittee of the
Strategic Planning Committee.
 Jon said his concern about making it a subcommittee of the Strategic
Planning Committee was that then the Strategic planning committee
gets final say over any of the work.
 Scott stated that Jon’s proposal was basically let’s start getting
people putting together the stuff and didn’t think that it necessarily
needed ot be a subcommittee. But the broader point of how do we
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Motion: To authorize Jon, Bill, Adam and
Scott (or his designee), to coordinate
application proess, start developing HHAP
answers, get questions answered, to involve
the Strategic Planning Committee in
identifying preliminary priorities for
spending to begin moving the HHAP
application process forward.
Motion: Peter; Second: John

interpret Home Base or other input that we have, should the
Strategic Planning Committee be the body to say help us prioritize.
That probably needs to happen.
 Randy stated that the only place that the Charter talks about
subcommittees is as an extension of the Strategic Planning
Committee.
 Bill said, “or it could be an ad-hoc committee, created by the Board,
with a responsibility of coordinating it work with Strategic Planning.
 Adam said that work doesn’t end on 2/15 and it probably really starts
after that in deciding how we are going to fund projects, how were
going to seek projects through the NOFA process etc.
 Jon said at that point it would be wise to revisit the composition and
solicit feedback as to who is going to potentially submit for projects
and be in line to get money, to make sure we are going to have some
non-applicants to be judging those who are applying for funding.
 Bill, this specific ad-hoc committee would be responsible for that and
once we have a general Strategic Plan and have some priorities in
place then have another group sit there and decide what the NOFA
should involve, how will they rate and rank. That’s where you start
to eliminate the conflict of interest. If it is going to apply to individual
entities that are non-profit community base organizations then it
ought to apply across the board.
 Randy stated that it goes back to the optics of it and how people view
it.
 Peter said his feeling is to not be in any situation where there is a
conflict and to think that anyone is getting rich on homelessness is
absurd but apparently there is a perception that there is a conflict is
tiresome and given that the number are bigger he feels that we
absolutely have to be in a position where there isn’t even a whiff of
the issue and it undermines the work that we do. There is process
work that has to happen to get the applications in but that is where it
ends and there has to be a process from there that is bullet proof.
 Lakshmi said you cannot stop people from talking, it is how we
communicate and the transparency of the whole process that is
extremely important. If we are going to worry about what people are
going to say we are never going to move forward. As a committee
we need to decide what the priorities are, how we are going towards
it and try to remove the roadblocks as much as possible.
 Jon stated that after each of these meeting that he could informally
send a report out to the General Membership about specific actions
taken. What’s happening now is at the General Membership
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Motion: Peter; Second: John;
Approved: Unanimously (9-0)

meetings we are doing that but doing it after each meeting might
help. Unanimous agreement to the Chair issuing such a report.
2. Discussion: Proposal for Landlord Incentives for Homeless
Veterans
(Chair will propose to include in discussions of Old Business
regarding prioritization for funding sources)
• Discuss priority recommendation to County, send any
recommendations and/or overall direction to Strategic Planning
Committee
• Attachment 4 — DRAFT Landlord Incentives for Homeless
Veterans proposal
 Peter clarified that the County wasn’t moving the proposal forward.
After the presentation from San Rafeal Supervisor Miller, Peter and
the VA/VASH folks met in contemplation of looking at the Marin and
also the Santa Clara models. They came up with a local proposal to
use and incentivize the 86 unused VASH that the Housing Authority
currently has control over. To the extent Veterans are struggling to
lease up by incentivizing it was the genesis of the ask. He does not
believe the County is moving it ahead as a County initiative. They
modelled it but are looking for a source of funds .
 Kate asked why the loss mitigation phrase.
 Peter stated that the VA did because they think its sort of says
Veterans are going to wreck your apartment. It’s more of a
marketing thing
 Randy stated that it seems that having that wording is not just talking
about Veterans specific you’re also talking about that are homeless,
that haven’t been housed or are hard to house.
 Peter agreed but stated the only reason they came forward with this
proposal was the funding was idle and does some arithmetic that
demonstrates what the ROI would be, which might be easier for the
BoS to articulate a benefit. He also shared that First 5 received a $1
million award of which the HACSJ, HAS and CVLIC will partner for
landlord incentives for CalWorks families with a child 5 and under. It
will be interesting to see in the real estate market what is the
effectiveness of this?
 Jon asked if something like this qualify under rental assistance.
 Peter felt that an argument could be made for anybody would be
more effective with a leasing incentive.
 Lakshmi stated that going forward there is going to be a lot of
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funding through health care. CA DHCS has released a program they
plan to implement over the next few years called CalAim (CA
Advancing Innovating Med-Cal) and looking at ways to pay for
housing through health care dollars.
 Randy emphasized that there has been a push nationally recognizing
housing as health care and a lot of new funding is coming through
Health insurers are making large investments into housing for that
purpose. Looking at comparative health indicators the last few years
San Joaquin County has fallen in the lower percentiles in the state.
3. Authorize: SJCoC Chair to sign MOU with Housing Authority to
provide support and guidance for application for Family
Unification Program funding
• Attachment 6 — DRAFT Family Unification Program MOU
 Jon provided some background on the request from HACSJ and the
need to authorize the Chair to sign an MOU for a FUP application by
HACSJ.
 Peter clarified that this is a MOU to apply for additional FUP
vouchers.
 Bill cited a typo on page 2 under eligible youth; noted that the MOU
specifies Stockton Shelter and questioned why a particular entity was
indicated, and suggested that be changed.
 Peter stated that HSA has to refer FUP clients so he was unclear as to
the reason why SSH was specifically indicated.
V.

Motion: to provide the Chair with broad
authority to execute this MOU including
approval for Peter to apply for FUP funding.
Peter will provide a final draft of the MOU in
its application-ready form to Jon to execute
and distribute to the Board.
Motion: Bill; Second: John; Approved:
unanimously (6-0) Peter abstained

Standing Committees
st

1. Coordinated Entry
System

 no discussion or action

Next Meeting: 1:00-2:00P (1 Monday of
the month) FRRC 509 W. Weber Ave.
#103

2. Data and HMIS

 no discussion or action
-

Next Meeting: 1:00-2:00P (last Tuesday of
the month) 2431 W. March Lane #350

3. Education and
Membership

 no discussion or action

Next Meeting: 3:00-4:00P (2 Tuesday of
the month) 2575 Grand Canal Blvd.

4. Resource Development

 no discussion or action

Next Meeting:

5. System Performance
and Evaluation
6. Strategic Planning
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 no discussion or action
 See discussion in Continued Business

nd

st

Next Meeting: 9:00-10:00A (1 Wednesday
of the month) 2575 Grand Canal Blvd.
st

Next Meeting: 3:00-4:00P (1 Tuesday of

the month) 2575 Grand Canal Blvd.
VI. Sub-committees
 Wintertime Shelter

VIII. Additional Items

(Not on the Agenda)
.


VIX. Adjourn

Adjourn
Meeting Adjourned at 1:10PM

Motion: John, Second: Adam
Approval: (7-0) unanimous

X. Next Meetings

Board of Directors
Thursday February 13th, 2020 11:00AM – 1:00PM
General Membership Meeting
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San Joaquin County Housing Authority
Offices, 2575 Grand Canal Boulevard,
Stockton, CA 95207

Attachment 1: Agenda
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Directors
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Meeting
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Attachment 2: HHAP NOFA (released Dec. 6)
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Attachment 3: PLHA Eligible Expenses
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Attachment 5: Governance Charter Revised 11/2019
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